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Information Technology Infrastructure and Security
As many companies are moving their technology operations from traditional
infrastructure platforms to cloud-based platforms and services, they are faced with
several challenges. Transformation initiatives demand both old and new skill sets
that can be hard to find. Additionally, technologies and processes used to ensure
secure operations are evolving every day.
The Xela Group can help you manage these and other challenges with
Infrastructure and Security. We provide talented IT professionals with the right
technical, functional, and industry experience you need.
Our Infrastructure expertise:
•C
 loud Enablement and Transformation
•N
 etwork Engineering and Operations
•D
 atabase Architecture and
Administration
•D
 ata Center Architecture and
Operations

•
•
•
•
•

DevOps Infrastructure Support
Application Maintenance
Continuity/Disaster Recovery
Desktop Support
Service Desk Management

Our Security expertise:
• Cyber Security Engineering
• Infrastructure Security Engineering
•G
 overnance, Risk and Compliance
(GRC)
•V
 ulnerability Assessments and
Remediation

• Independent Verification and
Validation (IV&V)
• Information Assurance Engineering
• DevSecOps

Notable Successes
INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT FOR A MAJOR RETAIL COMPANY
Challenge	A major retail company wanted to move parts of its infrastructure and network operations back
in-house to increase flexibility and help prepare for a cloud infrastructure migration.
Solution	We created a recruiting task force and process focused on quickly sourcing and onboarding
consultants with niche retail operational experience in areas such as network engineering and support,
server administration, desktop support, cloud architecture, development, telecommunications
engineering, and others. Throughout the process we worked closely with the client’s teams to
understand their requirements and objectives for each of the roles.
Results

In less than 6 months we provided 42 consultants, with over half of those starting in the first 2 months.
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Notable Successes
DATA CENTER CONSOLIDATION AND CONTINUED OPERATIONS
Challenge	A large telecommunication company was faced with a data center consolidation effort because of a
merger with a similar sized company.
Solution	We worked closely with the client’s IT Operations leadership to staff a dedicated PMO to provide
oversight for the consolidation while ensuring operational stability and support for continued business
growth. Additionally, we provided 30 DBA’s and System Administrators to support consolidation
activities and fill gaps left by the recent merger.
Results		Required staffing levels were achieved very quickly, and as needed throughout and after the consolidation,
key resources were given the opportunity to become permanent employees for the client.

Other Successes
> Cybersecurity engineering and regulatory compliance support for a large entertainment communications company
> Vulnerability assessment resourcing for a leading information assurance company
> Support for a merger-related data center consolidation involving one of the nation’s largest financial institutions
> Staffed network infrastructure engineers to support a large system integrator’s VOIP implementations

Why Choose The Xela Group
Founded by a core group of industry experts with 20-25+ years of experience each, the Xela Group provides IT
talent and solutions that reduce your hiring lifecycle and drive collective success.
Our philosophy is built on partnership. We offer our clients:
•U
 nparalleled experience. We have tenured recruiters and a leadership team with 20-25+ years in IT staffing.
• Proven track record. We deliver IT talent to Fortune 1000 and SMB companies nationally.
• Strategic partnership. We develop a close relationship with you in order to best serve as your advocate.
• Flexible engagement models. We eliminate unnecessary operational barriers.
• Customized solutions. We listen to your needs and then tailor a plan to your hiring criteria.

If you are ready to partner with us to accelerate your business,
call 703.213.5419 or visit us online at thexelagroup.com.
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